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Previously 

The warriors are dropping like flies. A once mighty band of 10 warriors has been chopped in 

half. Only 5 now remain, with the advantage that fewer survival packs are required. 

Meanwhile the Penguin gained the Electrocutioner as his enforcer and Nevar and Dominor 

prepare to wage war, will they be ready for Nevar’s secret weapon? 

 
Scene 1 

Forest of Dawn Time, Alaunus, 11th October 09:00 BST 

 
Crossfire 

 



 
Key: 

Red Dots:  Dominor’s forces 

Black Dots: Trees 

Brown Dots: Nevar’s demons 

Green Dots: The warriors 

 

Haryad: Warriors, be aware, there are troops approaching you from both sides, and I 

will have to drop my protection and recharge my energies. Stay out of sight if 

you can 

 

The warriors are quickly made aware as Demons are approaching from the west, and 

Dominor’s armed men from the east, seeking to avoid stray gunfire, the warriors choose the 

trees surrounding Dominor’s side as an appropriate cover. Dominor’s men open fire on the 

demons, the demons are able to take several shots before they eventually succumb to the 

bullets 

  

As the battle continues, Aryen is the first to make a move to the closest tree, knowing they 

can’t stay behind cover indefinitely. Aryen makes it safely. Demons begin to catch up with 

Dominor’s men and claim several of them in a flash of light. To add to the demon’s 

advantage, Nevar has brought in his secret weapons. Aryen gives an all clear for Fyraf to join 

him behind cover. 

 

Fire demons are brought into the fray and as their fire consumes many of Dominor’s men, 

the warriors realise their time is short. Narex is signalled to run to the next cover point, he is 

successful, largely down to the fact that Dominor’s men are otherwise occupied. Hagal soon 

joins them and Jocal follows, but they need to move more quickly to survive 

 



With many of Dominor’s men either dead or distracted, Aryen makes his move, he makes it 

to the next tree, and the other warriors follow in the same pattern as they had previously. 

The warriors hear the sound of Dominor’s reinforcements arriving, some of whom are 

armed with sniper rifles; they make their next move with all needed haste. 

 

Demons fall with a single strike from a sniper bullet but the demons are joined by another of 

Nevar’s enforcers, Bizarro. The warriors repeat the same pattern as before and before long 

they have made it well out of the range as Bizarro uses his heat vision to atomise all of 

Dominor’s forces. Nevar won this battle but the war rages on. 

 

Hagal:  By far, this was the toughest battle yet and I feel the situation on the island 

could be dire if situations like these continue to happen 

Jocal:  This is unbelievable right now; I feel that the battle between Dominor and 

Nevar will get worse if this is going to continue. 

Aryen:  This battle has really shaken things up, we thought this was getting hard 

enough but it looks like things have just become worse. 

Fyraf:  This battle is simply trouble, they'll get in our way and this battle is going to 

cause some difficulties for us in the future. 

 

Scene 2 

The Royal Palace 10:00 BST 

Dominor watches the battle through the eye 

Dominor: Interesting. (He turns to his remaining men) keep a close eye on that one (he 

points to Bizarro) identify any weaknesses we can exploit. Nevar must not 

survive. (His men leave, Dominor’s phone starts to ring) speak, Calculator 

Calculator: The Penguin keeps asking me for specialists 

Dominor: Then let him have them, I have no interest in how the war progresses, so long 

as it progresses.  

Calculator: In which case, I want my payment. 

Dominor: I have no money with which to pay you. 

Calculator: You’d better have a better answer; I could have every Supervillain I can 

contact on your doorstep within seconds 

Dominor: All that would accomplish is the loss of your operatives and don’t try and hack 

my account, I have none 

Calculator: But I notice there’s a considerable amount of gold in the house, and oh, 

whoops, I’ve just tipped SHIELD off about the fire I’ve been covering up 

Dominor:  Goodbye, Noah (he turns off his phone and destroys it, a SHIELD drone is 

heading towards the castle, it fires a missile, Dominor steps to the side and 

lets the missile hit, it detonates but it has little impact on the castle, before 

Dominor could examine the missile, multiple Calculator robots begin to fire 



upon Dominor) et pulverem tuum testis (the robotic shells of the calculator 

robots turn to dust) 

 

Scene 3 

Forest of Dawn Time, 12:00 BST 

 
Stone Soldiers 

The warriors come across another survival challenge 

 

I see you only have enough supplies for 3 people, use the stones before you to 
build the statues, but be quick. When I say that time is up, the unbuilt stones will 
disappear, along with any hope for a survival pack.  
Let the challenge begin! 

 

The warriors discover another of Dominor’s sick games, they find a parchment that reads 

that the stones they see once formed great statues (although not large) and to gain survival 

packs they will need to rebuild them. Under Aryen’s directive, everyone begins collecting 

the stones for the first (of 3) statues. Aryen, Fyraf and Jocal have a slight lead but the others 

do not appear to be struggling 

 

The warriors keep up the pace but as the head of the midday sun begins to hit them, it 

begins to affect their stamina. It is therefore a relief that the pieces for the first statue are 

ready to be assembled. Hagal and Aryen start building the statue, leaving the others to 

collect the remaining pieces for the other statues, it is gruelling work. 

 

With the first pieces of the statue now in place, Aryen and Hagal make decent progress in 

their assembly of the statue, meanwhile Fyraf, Jocal and Narex continue to haul the stones, 

making decent progress under the tough conditions. Fyraf seems to be leading the group, 

with the other warriors not too far behind. 

 

Aryen and Hagal finally finish the construction of the first statue, and as luck would have it, 

the remaining warriors have brought the last of the stones required to build the second 

statue. Narex and Jocal begin working on building it, whilst Aryen and Jocal help Fyraf bring 



in the stones for the final statue. The rest seems to have be effective as Aryen and Hagal 

have some renewed energy 

 

With time running short, Narex and Jocal continue their efforts to build the second statue. 

Aryen, Jocal and Fyraf continue to bring the pieces for the final statue, while Fyraf may have 

the better stamina of the 3, his continued efforts to carry statues have worn him down. As 

Narex and Jocal complete the second statue, the time runs out on the warriors, only 2 

survival packs earned. 

 

Jocal:  This is first time that I will say this but I have underperformed in that survival 

challenge mainly because of my weakness, I worry about the days ahead 

because it will be hard on all warriors 

Hagal:  I am worried about the days ahead mainly because of the villains that are 

taking control; I definitely feel that it is going to affect me emotionally. 

Aryen: If we're not careful, we're going to end up with no survival packs left. That'd 

be devastating to our chance of success. 

Fyraf:  If we don't manage to turn this around, we're going to fail, there's nothing 

more to it. So we will turn this around! 

 

Scene 4 

Drop Zone Beta, 14:00 BST 

The Penguin stands around his men, and the Electrocutioner 

Penguin: Here’s how it works, you’d better protect these weapons with your lives, else 

your LIVES AINT GONNA BE WORTH LIVING! I have another hundred men 

coming aboard the island tonight, I need to arm them. Baron Zemo hasn’t 

seen how many men I have. (He leaves) 

 
Interception 



 
Key: Black Boxes: Weapons crates 

Red dots: Armed men 

Darker red dot with black outline: Sniper 

Transparent red circle: Sniper’s range 

Blue Circle: The Electrocutioner 

 

More weapons crates and more armed thugs, this time joined by the Electrocutioner, things 

don’t look good for the warriors in this challenge. The warriors quickly find cover and wait 

for the armed men to turn their backs, Ayren quickly runs to the bottom left weapons cache 

and takes down the armed guard nearby. As Jocal comes out and takes out her nearest 

guard. 

 

Fyraf quickly makes his move and takes out a guard directly behind the Electrocutioner. 

Fyraf proceeds forward behind a weapons crate, now in the targeting range of the sniper. 

Ayren waits for a perfect moment and enters the sniper’s range and takes out the guard, 

before hiding behind a weapon’s crate. Narex, Hagal and Jocal enter the range, and hide 

behind a crate. 

 

With the other guards completely oblivious to what’s just happened they continue to stay 

still. Ayren uses an opportunity to get behind the sniper and take him down, with the main 

threat neutralised Hagal and Jocal take on the remaining 2 armed men, with all the armed 

men down, all that’s left is the Electrocutioner 

 

Hoping to avoid being seen, the warriors stay behind cover. Narex prepares the sleeping 

potion to use on him, but he knows that he’ll have to get close enough to use it. Narex 

eventually makes his move and before the Electrocutioner can see him, he uses the sleeping 

potion on him, knocking him out. The warriors are careful taking off his gloves 



 

Hagal manages to get the gloves on and quickly figures out how they work. The weapons in 

the crates were laser based, so enough electricity running through them would disarm 

them. Hagal proceeds to each of the weapons crates and activates the gloves once touching 

them. With all the weapons disarmed the warriors depart, having delayed the Penguin’s 

plans 

 

Aryen:  We've defeated The Penguin's forces once, we can do it again. We're not 

going to let him win! 

Fyraf:  I'm not afraid of the Penguin, I will defeat him, and I will destroy him. 

 

Scene 5 

Drop Zone Delta, 16:00 BST 

Baron Strucker: You sure this weapons drop is gonna happen? 

Baron Zemo: It’ll happen, and we have our finest agents ready to pick them up. No-

one’s getting past these guys easily. 

Baron Strucker: You’d better be right, Zemo 

Baron Zemo: Have faith, Wolfgang, HYDRA will be victorious (they depart from the 

scene, leaving their armed guards preparing for a weapons drop) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

7Unwanted Attention 

 



Key: As with Interception 

 

The warriors discover the HYDRA camp, filled with armed guards and snipers but they must 

pass through in order to continue their journey. They realise that it would be suicide to take 

them on directly but worry that the only way to pass through without being seen is to enter 

the range of the snipers, where they would be very careful. 

 

Aryen suggests the strategy that in order to make as little noise as possible, they must enter 

this challenge one at a time. Jocal is the first to attempt the trial, she waits for the sniper’s 

beam to be pointing away and quickly makes it behind cover, safe from either side; she 

shuffles through the narrow area, and sees his next running point 

 

Jocal waits for the sniper to be pointing away again, and makes a dash for it, she makes it 

behind cover without being spotted by the armed guards, but knows that she still has work 

to do. After finding the right time she quickly but silently makes her way to the final point of 

cover. She looks around and sees the perfect time to make it safely to the other side 

 

Aryen is the next to face the challenge, her timing seems to be sound, and her stealth hasn’t 

lead her wrong, she makes it out safely and Hagal is the next to enter. Hagal, though one of 

the least stealthy members of the group seems to have no problem with the challenge, and 

also makes it to the other side safely.  

 

Fyraf is the next warrior to enter the range of the snipers, and his timing serves him well, he 

passes through the challenge, undetected, leaving only Narex to participate. Narex is rather 

apprehensive about the challenge, his fear of weapons still shaking from previous trials, 

none the less; he gives his all here and makes it to safety, the warriors all live this day. 

 

Aryen:  The HYDRA forces seem formidable, kitted out with everything they need 

to take us down, we need to be careful from here on out. 

Fyraf:  Now we're being faced by even more enemies, will they ever stop? It just 

seems like, whenever we achieve something, we get faced by twice the 

challenge. 

Jocal:  I’m definitely worried about the fate of the island now HYDRA is on it 

because it really put more worry on all of us who are here 

Hagal:  I'm really worried because the fate of the island really rests upon us 

warriors to stop HYDRA and win the battle against Dominor 

 

Scene 6 

Drop Zone Beta, 17:00 BST 

The Penguin sees all his weapons disarmed 



Penguin: I really can’t trust your idiots with anything, can I? (The Electrocutioner 

recovers) I warned you what would happen if you failed me Buchinsky! (He 

points his umbrella at the Electrocutioner and fires an armour-piercing 

bullet at him, killing him) the rest of you count yourself lucky I saw this 

coming and used this site as a decoy. We’ll have a full army to launch upon 

Zemo tomorrow morning (he gets a phone call) this had better be good 

Cuttler 

Calculator: (On phone) Deadshot will be arriving tonight 

Penguin: Now that’s the kind of news I like to hear 

 

Scene 7 

Drop Zone Delta, 17:35 BST 

Baron Zemo and Baron Strucker see another hundred HYDRA agents and weapons dropped 

off, Baron Zemo examines the weapons 

Baron Zemo: Excellent craftsmanship, finally we’ll have the resources to attack the 

Penguin. 

 

Scene 8 

Royal Palace, 18:00 BST 

Dominor speaks to one of his men 

Dominor: You have done well, I shall prepare the weapons we require and we will 

march upon Nevar tomorrow morning. (He shoots his informant, and 

enters another secret room; Raven is tied up, struggling, with Utawe next 

to him) 

Utawe: He is strong, his fears a little tough for my tastes. You promised me 

children, Dominor, I want children! 

Dominor: All in good time, Utawe, all in good time. Leave us (Utawe leaves the 

secret room, Raven tries to attack Dominor but can’t) while you wear that 

inhibitor collar you are powerless (he presses a button that electrocutes 

Raven, Dominor laughs) 

Raven: Why play this game? You can destroy me now and all will end.  

Dominor: You are a powerful man and a powerful weapon. Baron Zemo wants you 

delivered to him. I will oblige, but not yet.  Miseruntque eum in dolore 

(Raven screams in agony as the camera pans out) 

 

Next time on Raven: The Reckoning 

The armies march on each other, can the warriors survive being caught in the crossfire of a 

4-faction war? 

And will Raven survive being delivered into HYDRAs care? 


